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Alexa Brennan: Good morning, everyone and welcome to your exclusive briefing for 
lifetime members only of The Rich Dad Poor Dad Letter. I'm Alexa 
Brennan, Robert Kiyosaki's managing editor, and today's briefing topic is 
10X Your 2019 Returns: Taxes Are Always in Season for the Rich. 

Alexa Brennan: Each time we host these events, I ask you to vote on what you want to 
learn about next. And winner for this month's topic is tax law. So Robert 
has brought on a long time Rich Dad advisor and a tax law mastermind, 
Tom Wheelwright, to join us on this month's live event call. 

Alexa Brennan: Robert and Tom have worked together for decades. Tom is one of the 
best CPAs out there, which is why Robert brought him into his league of 
experts, and has made sure to keep him around all these years. The two 
of them have toured all over the globe, giving world class, high ticket 
seminars to teach people all the ways they never knew they could use tax 
law to their advantage. 

Alexa Brennan: And now, as a lifetime Rich Dad Poor Dad Letter, you get to hear about 
their wisdom for free. 

Alexa Brennan: So what most people call tax loopholes, the rich know simply as 
incentives the government gives people to create their won wealth in a 
way that helps the country as a whole. Tom is here to teach us all about 
it. 

Alexa Brennan: During this briefing call, Robert and Tom will give you an overview of 
their knowledge and important tips you should know about tax law and 
incentives. After that, they'll answer as many questions as we have time 
for. However, I must stress that they cannot give personal financial 
advice. 

Alexa Brennan: Before we get into it, I just want to say thank you for joining in and taking 
the time to invest in your financial future. After our call is complete, you 
will receive an email from me with a recording and transcript for future 
reference. 

Alexa Brennan: Now, I'll open it up to our calls leaders, Robert, thank you for joining us 
today. 

Robert Kiyosaki: Oh, thank you, Alexa. One of my favorite subjects, tax. I love it. I love it. I 
love it. 
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Alexa Brennan: Good I'm excited to get started talking about it. Tom, thank you so much 
for joining this call. 

Tom Wheelwright: Thank you, and I love that Robert loves it. 

Robert Kiyosaki: The reason I love it is what's our number on expense in life, not food, it's 
taxes. And most people graduate from school have no idea taxes and 
most people suspect that the rich don't pay taxes. But they don't know 
how the rich do it legally, and so many people think that the people who 
don't pay taxes are crooks. But that's not true. And so what you'll be 
learning about today is how what my Rich Dad taught me about taxes 
and Tom is my expert on it. Because of him, I make millions of dollars and 
pay no taxes or very little taxes legally. 

Robert Kiyosaki: So for those of you who hate paying taxes, I want to introduce Tom. So, 
Tom, would you mind giving us a little bit of your background. And the 
reason I want Tom to introduce his background is many people take tax 
advice from stupid people. You got tax advice from their brother-in-law 
or their attorney or something. If you go to understand tax, you really got 
to have an expert. Tom is one of the best tax experts not only in the 
United States but all across the world because he's an international tax 
advisor. 

Robert Kiyosaki: So, Tom, please give us a little bit of your background 

Tom Wheelwright: Thanks, Robert. Very happy to be on this call. Any chance I get to talk 
about taxes, I'm excited about it. 

Tom Wheelwright: I grew up in Salt Lake City, Utah, and started my education at the 
University of Utah where I got my bachelors of arts in accounting. And 
ten I went to the University of Texas to get my masters of tax degree. 
From there, I spent seven years with a what was then Big Eight, now Big 
Four accounting firm Ernst and Young. Currently the largest accounting 
firm in the world. And including three years international office, 
international tax department in Washington, D.C. I helped with 
legislation. I was there for the 1986 Tax Act, which was major, major 
legislation and developed classes to teach CPAs around the U.S. how to 
help their client reduce their taxes. So I was there for three years. Then 
from Ernst and Young, I went to a Fortune 500 company where I was the 
in house tax advisor. From there I started my own CPA firm. I've built 
several CPA firms over the last 25 years with clients in all 50 states and 
over 30 countries. In addition, while I was doing that, I was teaching in 
the masters of tax program at Arizona State University for 14 years as an 
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adjunct professor. A class that I created on state and local, multi-state 
income tax. 

Tom Wheelwright: Lately, I've been traveling the world with Robert really talking about tax 
incentives. What we're going to talk about today. And Robert, it always 
fascinates me, and in fact, just so you know now we actually have a 
worldwide network of CPA firms that basically I'm training and are doing 
what we're doing. We just had a three day class last week training 
opportunity for those CPAs. So what's fascinating as Robert and I travel 
around the world teaching this, the first thing we're told is... I mean, 
seriously it's like four hours into the day somebody comes up and says, 
"You can't do that here." But like Robert said, most people think that this 
is illegal, and what they're not understanding is that the tax law is 
functionally a series of incentives as Alexa alluded to. It's a series of 
incentives and incentives to do certain things the government wants you 
to do. 

Tom Wheelwright: For example, loss of incentives for entrepreneurs and investors, but 
everybody gets some kinds of these incentives. People have incentives to 
send their kids to college. People have incentives to buy a home. These 
are all tax incentives, it's just that most people don't understand that the 
large majority of incentives, and they're huge incentives since the 2017 
Act. As a large majority of incentives are for business owners and 
professional investors. What Robert frequently refers to as being the I 
quadrant, the cashflow quadrant. 

Robert Kiyosaki: Again, I just want to say this much. What Tom has made me aware of, tax 
law is fundamentally the same all over the world. But no matter where 
we go, somebody will always raise their stupid little hand and go, "You 
can't do that here." So Tom and I were just in London, Poland, and 
Romania, and invariably somebody always raises their hand and says, 
"You can't do that." Is that correct, Tom? 

Tom Wheelwright: Oh, for sure. It was fascinating. We're literally in Bucharest. People come 
up to me after we've been speaking say, "Well..." In fact, I had actually 
somebody shout out in the middle, "You can't do that in Romania." I 
mean, I'm in the middle of my presentation and they shouted out. I had 
four Romanian CPAs come up to me afterwards, four Romanian tax 
advisors come up to me afterward and say, "What you're saying, Tom, is 
exactly how it works here." 

Robert Kiyosaki: And all over the world. So the reason I say that is it doesn't make a 
difference if Tom and I were in Bucharest or downtown Brooklyn, and 
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some idiot will always stand up and say, "You can't do this here." And the 
reason for that is because most people have no idea what taxes are, how 
they're created, and that exactly as Tom says, they're incentives, not 
punishment. For example, if I buy real estate, I have lots of incentives to 
buy real estate, but if I buy an REIT, real estate investment trust, do I 
have any tax incentives for that, Tom? 

Tom Wheelwright: No, they're completely different. That's a completely different set of 
laws, and that's the other thing people don't understand is that the rich, 
literally, the rich have different laws than everybody else. That's the way 
the laws are set up. 

Robert Kiyosaki: And another thing that Tom has written this book called Tax Free Wealth. 
He just revised it after the Trump Reform Act on taxes. So if you have an 
accountant and you're paying too much in taxes, I would buy Tom's book 
Tax Free Wealth and give it to your accountant. Listen to what your 
accountant says. If your accountant says you still have to pay taxes, you 
may want to consider changing accountant. Is that accurate, Tom? 

Tom Wheelwright: No question. It's a bit of a litmus test I find for an accountant is it was 
written to the general public and anybody can read it and understand it. 
It's pretty simple stuff. If you take it to your accountant and they say, 
"Oh. Yeah, yeah, yeah. No. We can't do that," or, "That's risky," or 
whatever. Most accountants, most good accountants I find they'll look at 
it and go, "This is exactly the way it works. No problem." But then if they 
don't, then you're right, Robert, then it might be time to upgrade your 
accountant. 

Robert Kiyosaki: Right. So Rich Dad Poor Dad was book number one, and Rich Dad Poor 
Dad is simply a book on accountancy and being accountable. And the 
second book was the Cashflow Quadrant, and the Cashflow Quadrant is 
about the E's, which are obsessed for employees; S is task with small 
business soft employer specialist, like doctors, accountants, and 
attorneys; then you have B for big business, 500 employees or more; and 
I, which stands for insider investor, professional investors. If you're a 
person that buys stocks, bonds, mutual funds, ETF and savings, you 
almost get no tax breaks at all. But if you're a professional investor on the 
B and the I side, that's where the tax breaks are find. And that's why so 
many people will come up to Tom and I and say, "You can't do that here." 

Robert Kiyosaki: So, Tom, and it's pretty uniform across the world. So, Tom, would you 
explain the logic behind the E, S, B, and the I and tax breaks they play. 
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There's differences throughout the world, but they're pretty similar, 
right? 

Tom Wheelwright: They're amazingly similar. We were in Poland and Romania, they were 
the same there as they are here. The UK, they're the same. Basically what 
happens is the government decides what tax rate you're going to pay 
based on how you earn your money. So an employee will typically if they 
earn a good wage will typically pay in the neighborhood of 40% 
regardless in what part of the world they're in. Whereas a self employed 
person will typically pay up to 60%, and that's because they're paying 
both the employee's share and the employer share of the taxes. Then 
when you shift over to the B quadrant, a big business, typically they're all 
of a sudden you'll see tax rates go down as low as 20%, and sometimes 
even lower than that. And then when you get to the I side, you end up 
with a tax rate. If you do it right, you should end up with a tax rate of 
zero. And what's interesting to me it doesn't matter what class of asset 
you're looking at. 

Tom Wheelwright: So you can do zero and be a stock trader, you just have to be a 
professional stock trader. A casual stock trader is not going to get that. 
So, I mean, that's long term ETF is not going to get that, but a 
professional trader will. So it doesn't really matter what asset class you're 
in. What matters is how you invest. 

Robert Kiyosaki: So the big point here is we're not encouraging anybody to break the law, 
but be aware of the law because the laws are written for people on the B 
and I side, not the E and F side. And that's why so many people get upset 
when we speak no matter where we are in the world to say, "You guys 
are crooks." And really what Tom points out, the biggest tax cheats are 
employees and self employed because the people on the B and I side 
don't have to cheat. Can you add onto that, Tom? 

Tom Wheelwright: Yeah. For sure. So just think about it this way. If you think about what 
does the government want to have happen in the economy? Okay. If they 
want housing to be built, well, most governments are aware that building 
the housing themselves is not a good idea. Rather encouraging investors 
to build houses is a better idea. So what they do is they say, "Well, look, if 
you build apartment buildings, then we're going to give you tax breaks." 
That's a universal tax break, by the way. Housing, if you're building 
housing for other people, there's universal tax breaks. Why? Because 
they want to encourage more housing to be built so they give tax breaks 
to those who are building housing. If they want to encourage 
employment, which is a big need of most governments. They're going to 
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encourage businesses as they hire people. Now what they'll do is they'll 
say, "Well, the employees, we're going to tax. The employers, we're going 
to give the tax benefits for too because we want to encourage the activity 
of employing other people, and then we're going to go ahead and tax 
those other people. That's where we'll get our money." 

Tom Wheelwright: So what happens is when you partner with the government, you do what 
the government wants you to do. In a way, we're much more patriotic 
when we do what the government wants us to do, and when we do that, 
the government just says, "Look, here's the reward for doing that, lower 
taxes." 

Robert Kiyosaki: And that classic example that made the news all over the world was 
Amazon saying they were going to us New York City, and then they had to 
pull out. When was that, Tom? Why did Amazon back out? 

Tom Wheelwright: Well, they backed out because there's this huge backlash. So it's crazy. So 
Amazon was going to provide thousands and thousands of jobs, which 
would create billions of tax dollars, and all that New York wanted to do 
was a portion of the tax money that would not have been there were 
Amazon not there. In other words, it was new tax revenue was going to 
go back to Amazon so Amazon itself didn't pay the tax rather the 
employees paid the taxes. And what happened was is that there was so 
much backlash from the far left, shall we say. I mean, it was. It was just 
backlash from people that go, "Well, that's not fair." We're talking about 
new revenue. So I thought it was ridiculous. But Amazon, they backed 
out. They said, "You don't want us here, that's fine. We'll go down to 
Virginia or we'll go somewhere else. No big deal." 

Robert Kiyosaki: And while we have Amazon in mind here, you have Bezos who's a 
billionaire, and Tom, let me ask you this. How much tax did Jeff Bezos pay 
on his billions of dollars? 

Tom Wheelwright: Well, my understanding is he paid zero. I haven't seen his tax returns, but 
that's my understanding. And that would make total sense that he would 
pay zero because of all of the different incentives. You think about all the 
risk, all the losses that were incurred early on. I mean, all of that risk, all 
the government is saying is, "We're going to encourage you to take that 
risk, and we're going to make sure that you're not hurt tax wise for taking 
that risk." 

Robert Kiyosaki: And Bezos is on the B side and the I side. So once you understand the 
Cashflow Quadrant and Tom's book Tax Free Wealth, you get an 
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understanding why the rich are getting richer make a lot more money 
and pay a lot less taxes. In my opinion, the real problem was in our school 
system, which says to young students, "Go to school and get a job." In 
other words, become an employee. Tom, is there anything you can do for 
employee tax breaks? 

Tom Wheelwright: Very, very little. I mean, what you're stuck with is the plain vanilla 401K, 
right? IRA. That's the kind of stuff you're stuck with. But otherwise, 
there's just not a lot anymore, especially since 2017 Act, employees lost a 
lot of their tax breaks in order to pay for more tax breaks for the B and 
the I side. 

Robert Kiyosaki: And then what happens, the young people today say, "I'm going to 
become an entrepreneur." So they quit their job in the E quadrant, and 
they go to the self employed, small business quadrant. What happens to 
their taxes? 

Tom Wheelwright: Well, what happens to the most of them is they pay even more tax. Now 
the tax law's fair, so that means if a small business behaves like B and I 
side. In other words, they do this things that the B and the I side does, 
they still get the tax breaks as the B and the I side. The challenge is most 
people who start in a small business never have a team, they never get 
advice, they never get the proper guidance that they need in order to 
reduce their taxes. So they end up paying enormous amount of taxes. I 
mean, they can pay 60-70% in taxes being self employed, and what 
typically happens is that they don't know this, they don't know 
withholding on their wages anymore because they're self employed. So 
come April 15th, they're going to go file their taxes, and they have this big 
tax problem. They don't have any money to pay it. So people who start in 
small business, they need a lot of advice going in, and they tend to be 
cheap about it and not put a team together. They want to do it 
themselves, and they don't get the advice until they end up paying high 
taxes. 

Robert Kiyosaki: So that's why if you're a small business owner, less than 500, Tom's book 
might be the best investment you can buy. It's called Tax Free Wealth by 
Tom Wheelwright because he's talking not about cheating the 
government but using the government incentives. So one more thing, we 
have Donald Trump who's not the most loved president of all. But he just 
had a tax cut, and everybody's... Well, he gave a tax cut to everybody. Did 
he do that, Tom? 
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Tom Wheelwright: Almost everybody. Yeah. Pretty much almost everybody got a tax cut, 
yup. 

Robert Kiyosaki: What was the catch? 

Tom Wheelwright: Well, the catch was is that the tax cuts were a lot bigger if you basically 
did what he wanted you to do, which let's think about it. If you lived in 
the parts of the country, first of all, that voted for him. So you didn't live 
on the coast, right? He stopped subsidizing the high tax states. So that 
was a big change. As long as you were not an employee because 
employees, while they got lower tax rates, they gave up tax deductions. 
For example, they don't get to deduct their investment expenses 
anymore, employees don't. They don't get to deduct their tax return 
preparation fees. They don't get to deduct their employee business 
expenses. So those deductions went away for an employee even though 
if you were in business yourself, then pretty much you can deduct 
anything as long as it's a qualified business expense. 

Tom Wheelwright: So they basically took away... They reduced the tax rates, but they took 
away so many deductions that there were a few people who actually saw 
a tax increase. 

Robert Kiyosaki: Is that why so many people were upset saying they're actually paying 
more in tax or are they getting a smaller tax refund? 

Tom Wheelwright: No. What happened was... So this I think was actually just a 
miscalculation by the administration. They actually lowered their taxes 
immediately, and so what happened was they actually came in closer to 
what they should have been paying. But they got taxes on a month... 
Every check was a little bit bigger, but then their tax refund at the end 
was smaller. So they still got a tax break. They just didn't see the tax 
break because it wasn't in the form of a big refund. From a political 
standpoint, it might have been better to let them get a refund. But they 
felt like they wanted to give them the money right then, and it actually 
the advantage to the economy is of course people spend that money, 
right? So what I think what Trump was trying to do is say, "Let's get more 
money in the economy, which stimulates the economy, and let's not wait 
until you get a tax refund." So that's why. It was just a perception. It's 
really more of a perception issue than it is an actual issue. 

Robert Kiyosaki: Okay. So those in the E quadrant, they got a tax break, but they lost 
deductions. 
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Tom Wheelwright: Right. 

Robert Kiyosaki: What happened to the rich on the B and the I side? 

Tom Wheelwright: They got more deductions and lower tax rates. So they both got lower... 
They got both more deductions and they got a lower tax rate. So they 
kind of got the best of both worlds. 

Robert Kiyosaki: In my book, Fake, which just came out, I have an article by a New York 
Times reporter who's attacking Jared Kushner because he pays no taxes. I 
think the Kushner's are richer than the Trump's. It was a coronation when 
they got marries, son and daughter, right? But if you read Fake and the 
New York Times article, you'll see the big divide in America today of the 
have's and the have not's, the proletariat and the aristocrats. The 
proletariat is the working class, which the reporter is, and he is writing 
this article in the New York Times criticizing Jared Kushner. Again, this is 
his fate. You'll see the divide in America simply because our school 
system teaches us nothing about money, much less taxes. So my concern 
is the wider this gap because, that's why Ray Dalio of Bridgewater was 
talking about the gap between the rich and the poor is now getting 
dangerous. As more and more people realize the rich are getting richer, 
the working class is paying higher taxes, we're in for kind of a challenge. 
So that's why Tom wrote Tax Free Wealth, not to cheat the government 
but to take your legitimate tax write offs, right, Tom? 

Tom Wheelwright: Right. So it was interesting. I read that article in the New York Times, and 
he, frankly, admitted that the writer, which I thought was interesting. He 
frankly admitted these were legal tax benefits. He's going after Jared 
Kushner but at the same time admitting that they're legal tax benefits. 
Look, it's pretty simple. Jared Kushner buys a lot of real estate. Donald 
Trump buys a lot of real estate. The tax law gives huge tax incentives for 
buying, owning, leasing real estate. I'm what you would call a policy 
agnostic. I don't care what the government does. I just want to make sure 
that everybody understands what's available and what the government 
wants us to do. If we do what the government wants us to do, we get 
these big tax breaks, and that's all Kushner's doing. I mean, it seems 
pretty clear from the article that they're not saying Jared Kushner didn't 
something illegal. What they're saying is Jared Kushner took advantage of 
all these tax breaks. Well, everybody should take advantage of the tax 
breaks. That's what the government wants you to do. So not taking 
advantage of the tax breaks is just silly. 
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Robert Kiyosaki: But the thing I love traveling with Tom, and we travel all over the world 
plus the U.S. and all this, is not so much the tax laws are the problem. It's 
what the person is doing is the problem. For example, if they went to 
school, you have a job, and you're buy let's say Exon stock. You get much 
of a tax break for that, Tom? 

Tom Wheelwright: No. It won't reduce your taxes anywhere. 

Robert Kiyosaki: But if as a professional investor, I invest in an oil drilling program. So not 
in Exon but a Wildcat program, an entrepreneur's program. Let's say I put 
$100,000 into an oil drilling campaign in Texas. $100,000, what kind of 
tax break do I get for that versus Exon? 

Tom Wheelwright: Well, I mean, you're actually going to reduce other taxes, not the taxes 
on the oil. But you're going to actually reduce your taxes from your 
business or your W2 or wherever else you earn income. You'll reduce 
them, your taxes by as much as $40,000. You can put $100,000 in and 
you get a $40,000 tax break the day you put the money into the 
investment. So that's not counting the tax breaks when the money starts 
coming out of the investment. There's tax breaks there too. But 
immediately the government's saying, "Look, you put the money in. We'll 
share 40% of the risk right off the bat." 

Robert Kiyosaki: So you have what's called a phantom cashflow, but you just pay $40,000 
less in taxes the day you invest. So that's why when somebody says, 
"Why don't you invest in Exon or Standard Oil?" It's because I have to pay 
taxes. But if I operate as an entrepreneur on the B and the I side, I get 
these massive tax breaks. Of course there's risk, but you got to know 
what you're doing. But that's why I don't want to go to school, get a job, 
and invest in the stock market when I'd rather do something else and 
invest in oil and gas or real estate and things like this and pay no taxes. 
So, Tom, what are some of the other tax incentives governments offer? 

Tom Wheelwright: So research and development. All governments offer some type of tax 
benefit to a business that does a lot of research and development. This is 
why the big pharmaceuticals pay such low on taxes. This is why Elon pays 
no tax. Tesla, frankly, this is part of why Jeff Bezos doesn't pay taxes 
because the research and development tax benefits. Some countries 
offer 150% deduction. So you put a dollar in, you get a deduction of 
$1.50. There are deductions, tax benefits all over for creating renewable 
energy. These are tax benefits. There's deductions for agriculture. I mean, 
the government knows that we need to produce food, and so anybody 
who's in agriculture, they have a farm, they have a ranch, they have an 
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orchard, and they're producing, commercially producing, they're going to 
get a tax benefit. Anybody who's creating jobs is certainly going to get big 
tax benefits. Anybody who's building commercial real estate, they're 
building residential real estate. All of the real estate is going to get big tax 
deductions because the government, again, is saying, "Look, if you do 
this, we will give you a tax break." 

Tom Wheelwright: And the tax breaks are amazing. So much so you could literally put 
$100,000 into oil and gas and get $100,000 deduction. You can put 
$100,000 into real estate right now and get $150,000 deduction. So it's 
like the research and development. It just blows you away with these tax 
benefits are. 

Robert Kiyosaki: But if you're an employee with a job- 

Tom Wheelwright: You get nothing. 

Robert Kiyosaki: You're taking a paycheck and you're doing what the school told you to 
do, you don't get anything, do you? 

Tom Wheelwright: No, seriously your best bet is maxing out your 401K. That's your best bet. 

Robert Kiyosaki: And another thing I cover in Fake is called an infinite return, and it's how I 
use debt. Most people don't know or realize this, debt is tax free. So the 
reason the government wants debt to be tax free is because if you and I 
don't borrow money, there's no debt, and debt is money. So when I 
borrow out the equity of some of my properties... Let's say I borrowed $1 
million from one of my properties, and I put that $1 million in my pocket, 
how much is the tax on that debt, Tom? 

Tom Wheelwright: Zero. There's no tax on debt. 

Robert Kiyosaki: And so that's why these guys who are telling you to get debt free, I'd say 
that's good for the average guy. But when you read Tom's book, you go, 
"I think the worst advice is to go to school, get a job, save money, get out 
of debt, my a house, and invest the long term in the stock market." 
Because it's very few tax breaks for that action. Is that correct, Tom? 

Tom Wheelwright: No. There's no question. And here's what you can actually take this a step 
further. Some of our listeners I know are thinking, "Well, okay. So if I 
borrow that money, I borrow it, and that's tax free. What if I then take 
that money, invest it, do I still get tax breaks on the investment?" And the 
answer is yes. So you can borrow that $1 million, go... So you did get 
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taxed on $1 million. You go buy real estate, and you get a tax deduction 
of $1,500,000. That actually is a very legitimate option right now in the 
U.S. So I did get taxed on $1 million, but I get a tax deduction when I 
employed the $1 million. Again, like you said, Robert, it's because you're 
actually creating money. You're creating opportunity, and by doing so, 
the government's giving you a tax break. 

Robert Kiyosaki: And that's why there's guys who are saying live debt free. For most 
people, that's good advice. But that's not what the rich are doing. And 
that's why we have this big divide right now between AOC, whatever her 
name is, and Elizabeth Warren and Bernie Sanders. They're saying the 
capitalists are crooks. Capitalists aren't crooks. A capitalist like Trump and 
the Kushner's and Kiyosaki's, we're doing what the government wants us 
to do. But according the middle class and those academia types who have 
to pay the taxes, they think it's unfair. Any comments on that, Tom? 

Tom Wheelwright: Yeah. Really I think this big battle here is between the have's and the 
have not's, but it's not the have's and the have not's money. It's the 
have's and the have not's knowledge and of education. This is why I love 
what Alexa and her team are doing, sharing this because once you 
understand how the law works, and obviously the reason I wrote Tax 
Free Wealth. Once you understand it, you don't have to be big to take 
advantage of it. You don't have to be buying a skyscraper in Manhattan. 
You can buy a four-plex in Tulsa. If you do it right, you can get the same 
tax benefits because the tax law... Under the Constitution, the tax law is 
required to be fair. In other words, everybody has the same opportunity 
to use all the same tax laws as anybody else. So you can't say, "Well, you 
have to have $1 million available to invest in order to take advantage of 
this tax law." No. If you have $10,000 and the right advice and you do it 
the right way, you can take advantage of the same tax law. You just have 
to do the same thing, and make sure that you do it properly and you're 
not cheating on the tax law. 

Robert Kiyosaki: So that's why I say the worst tax advice is go to school, get a job, work 
hard, save money, get out of debt, and invest in long term in the stock 
market. That's the worst tax advice you can get. Any comments on that, 
Tom? 

Tom Wheelwright: It's just a fact. You know what, it doesn't even need a comment just 
because that's just the fact of the matter, yeah. It is. From a tax 
standpoint, no question. 
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Robert Kiyosaki: So it's not so much what you... It really is what you're doing that's hard 
for most people to understand because if they're doing as they're told, go 
to school, get a job, working hard, saving money, getting out of debt, and 
investing in the stock market, there's no tax break for them. And then 
some idiot all over the world always stands up and says, "You can't do 
that here. I have a college degree, and you can't do that here." I can 
acknowledge this. Tom is always gracious about it, but it's these idiots 
who don't know anything about money. They're not capitalist. So either 
you're a capitalist or you're proletariat. Proletariat is somebody who 
works for money. Go to school, get a job. Become a doctor or a lawyer. 
That's proletariat. But a capitalist who's somebody who has money and 
people work for he/she. They get the tax breaks. So the real problem is 
really kind of a one sided financial education designed for proletariat, the 
working class, versus the aristocracy or the capitalist. 

Robert Kiyosaki: Comments, Tom? 

Tom Wheelwright: Amen. That is exactly right. That is exactly what it is. 

Alexa Brennan: This actually feels like a nice place to jump into a question because we 
have someone asking about that precise situation that you guys have 
found yourselves in where you go around the world and people say, "You 
can't do that here." Do you want to dive into questions now, Robert? 

Robert Kiyosaki: Well, just let me complete one thing. 

Alexa Brennan: Okay. 

Robert Kiyosaki: The problem is going to school. That's the problem. That's why we have 
communists on one side and capitalists on the other side. You have 
Bernie Sanders who vows to... Elizabeth Warren, AOC, and I'm sure 
they're good people, but they're not capitalists. But they're also the ones 
who educate our kids, like Elizabeth Warren. So that's why Rich Dad's 
Lesson Number One in Rich Dad Poor Dad is the rich do not work for 
money because the moment you work for money, you are taxed. You're 
proletariat. Comments on that, Tom? 

Tom Wheelwright: Well, I mean, you're right, Robert. It's really who are you listening to, and 
that's really the question. And really how much money you make and 
how much tax you pay will be largely a function of who you listen to. 

Robert Kiyosaki: Who your teacher is, and that's why I wrote Fake. Fake money, fake 
teachers, fake assets. I wouldn't put my money into the 401K plan 
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because it's too high a risk, too low of a returns, and no real tax 
advantages. So I'd rather put my money in oil and gas, research and 
development, and other things. But they're not going to put up with 
these other dummies. Make me sick. But you saw AOC, didn't you? 
What'd you think of her? 

Tom Wheelwright: I did. I like her. I liked her. I like her a lot. She's very passionate. She's very 
well spoken. I like her. And she's very admittedly not a capitalist. So I 
think that's really going to be battleground is capitalist versus not a 
capitalist. The U.S. that... And that's a concern to me frankly because the 
U.S. is the most capitalist country ever conceived. If you say, "Well, we 
should be socialists," I mean, I'm not saying socialism doesn't work. It just 
doesn't create what capitalism creates. I just prefer capitalism. 

Robert Kiyosaki: And worst of all, AOC has a FICO score of like 425. 800 is good, but 425 
FICO score and she's on the House Budget Committee. Oh my god. God 
bless that. 

Tom Wheelwright: That's a little disconcerting. 

Robert Kiyosaki: God bless American. Oh my god. How else could we allow somebody who 
knows nothing about money who's handing out jobs at $150,000 a clip to 
her staff, a FICO score. I mean, she's poor money manager, and she runs 
the Budget Committee. Only in America could we have that. It's just what 
a great place. With that, Alexa, we can ask some questions. 

Tom Wheelwright: Go for it, Alexa. 

Alexa Brennan: All right. Sounds good. Before we go any further, I want to tell you about 
a special opportunity. As our most elite Rich Dad Poor Dad Letter 
subscriber, today we'd like to offer you a special discount on an even 
more elite, greater return generating service. Rich Dad's Weekly 
Cashflow. The two most important words in the world as far as Robert 
and his investments are concerned. With this service, you'll have the 
chance to learn even more from Tom with a special presentation he 
prepared just for these Elite subscribers, and even better, you'll get a 
guidance on a new cashflow opportunity every single week. Robert and 
his team will walk you through these trade opportunities step by step, 
and some people just like you are already collecting thousands every 
week. But I have to warn you, it's not right for everyone. This service is 
only meant for those willing to try something new and to take a chance 
on themselves. We've made the process simple, but it's up to you to take 
action. 
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Alexa Brennan: Now let's get into some reader questions. 

Alexa Brennan: Terry from Sacramento, California asks, "What are some of the craziest 
things you've heard from people who don't understand tax law when 
you're giving your seminars? What are the worst mistakes these people 
are making in your opinion?" 

Robert Kiyosaki: Go to school, get a job, work hard, get out of debt, invest in the long term 
in the stock market, and buy a house because your house is an asset. 
That's really, really good for the proletariat, the working class, but it's not 
good for the rich. It's the worst tax advice you can get. 

Tom Wheelwright: Frankly, the craziest thing I hear is that I filed my own tax return. I did this 
myself. And then just going, "Well then you're like the doctor who 
operates on himself," right? Got a fool for a patient. And that's exactly 
the case because nobody's going to have a bigger impact on your tax, on 
your finances, not even on all your finances then your tax advisor. If you 
are your tax advisor, you're in trouble. So I would say the biggest mistake 
is they don't have a team around them. They don't rely on professionals. I 
mean, you think you can do it yourself, you're just kidding yourself. 
Einstein said, "Income tax is the most complicated thing to understand in 
the world." And that was Einstein. We have people still doing their own 
taxes with Turbo Tax, et cetera. 

Robert Kiyosaki: And that's a proletariat mindset, the working class mindset. I'm going to 
do it on my own. 

Tom Wheelwright: Right. 

Robert Kiyosaki: Tom, why don't you tell them the story of the time we were in Moscow 
together, and we're talking to this group of people how not to pay taxes. 
What did they say? 

Tom Wheelwright: They said, "We don't pay taxes." We're going, "What?" And they said, 
"Well, we just kind of pay money under the table." So they kind of 
created an underground economy, and they were very proud of it. I'm 
going, "Well, okay." We also had somebody in Russia tell us... Robert, 
don't you remember. He said that laws are just a suggestion. 

Robert Kiyosaki: Yup. So Tom and I are saying get a bookkeeper, get an accountant, and a 
good tax attorney. Play the game as a capitalist, not a working class dog, 
and don't pay taxes legally. The tax laws are incentives. So the worst tax 
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advice is going to school, get a job, work hard, save money, get out of 
debt, and invest in the stock market. 

Tom Wheelwright: Yeah. You don't have to cheat. 

Alexa Brennan: Sure. Sure. All right. We have Sarah from San Francisco, California asks, 
"What would you say are the most important new incentives to know 
about from the 2017 tax cuts and jobs act?" 

Robert Kiyosaki: Move out of California. 

Tom Wheelwright: That's actually a big one. California, New York, New Jersey, Illinois, that 
actually is a really big one. It's kind of a tax disincentive. Income tax is no 
longer deductible. I would say it's actually really clear. Biggest tax 
incentive is real estate. I mean, the bonus depreciation, the tax benefit 
for real estate is just unbelievable. I would say number two is being a 
business owner. The small businesses got a huge tax break. So you don't 
have to be big to get these tax breaks, and there's a huge new 20% 
deduction for small businesses that very few people understand. And 
quite frankly very few people are taking advantage of as they should. And 
then there are other business incentives. 

Tom Wheelwright: For example, somebody has a retail business, they no longer have to wait 
until they sell the inventory to deduct it. For a lot of small retailers, they 
can deduct their inventory when they buy it. When you think about the 
amount of money you have tied up in inventory, that's a big deal. So I 
would be sitting down with your tax advisor and looking at every one of 
these new tax incentives. And like you say, I've heard you say, Alexa, 
don't think, "Well, I already filed my tax return. It's too late." A lot of this 
stuff you can amend your tax return and get it right and get a refund. So 
I'd sit down with your tax advisory and say, "Help me understand the tax 
law," because the tax incentives are done right. There are tax incentives 
in the hundreds of thousands of dollars for people. 

Alexa Brennan: Wow. Yeah. That actually ties in perfectly to a question we have from 
Billy from Boston, Massachusetts. He says, "I'm a small business owner. I 
want to get into the right side of the cashflow quadrant. How can I, a 
normal guy, take advantage of all the new business owner tax incentives? 
Where do I start?" 

Robert Kiyosaki: The first thing I would do is get a bookkeeper so you have accurate 
records. You can ask Tom, most small business guys- 
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Tom Wheelwright: I would agree. 

Robert Kiyosaki: Boy, they do their own books, and their numbers are inaccurate. Then 
they get in trouble. So a bookkeeper is probably the lowest priced person 
on your professional team. Then Tom can take the numbers from your 
bookkeeper and then you can guide each other. Plus if you have a 
bookkeeper, you can look at your numbers once a week, once a month, 
and make corrections faster. These guys I meet who's all, "Oh, my wife 
does my taxes," or, "I do my taxes," they don't look at the numbers but 
once a year. You can't correct off of that. The smartest guys I know are 
pulling their financials once a day. They have to know where their 
numbers are at. Any comments on that, Tom? 

Tom Wheelwright: Yeah. So, I mean, we're in the middle of the year here. People go, "Oh, 
tax season's done. I don't have to worry about it." Well, that's a very poor 
mindset because every dollar you bring in is either taxable or not. It has a 
tax consequence, and every dollar you spend is either deductible or it's 
not. Has a tax consequence. Or potentially it could have a tax 
consequence. So why not pay attention to those dollars that are going 
out that could be reducing your taxes, and the only way to do that, like 
Robert says, is have a bookkeeper. You got to know what your numbers 
are. And that's a really, really, really big mistake that people make is 
thinking that they can do it or their aunt or uncle or brother-in-law or 
whatever, that they should do it. But remember, you want a bookkeeper 
who's independent, who will and can hold you accountable, and frankly 
that you can hold them accountable as well. 

Tom Wheelwright: So I think that's terrific advice. 

Robert Kiyosaki: My Rich Dad looked at his numbers once a month. I have a friend, my 
next door neighbor is once a day he's looking at his numbers. Average 
small business owner- 

Tom Wheelwright: I look at mine every day. 

Robert Kiyosaki: They show up with shoe boxes full of receipts, Tom. 

Tom Wheelwright: Oh my. It's awful. I've had clients where we've spent... where the cost of 
the accounting to prepare the tax return was five times the cost of the 
actual tax return. It's a mess. And then you don't... Then the numbers are 
only good for the government. I mean, they're for the IRS. They're not for 
you. So you don't get to make positive decisions and good decisions 
about your money during the year. You actually just make... You may 
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make sure that the government has good numbers so that you file 
accurately. But that doesn't help you make decisions during the year. And 
that's where the mistakes are made, and that's where you end up not 
just paying higher taxes but actually doing much... You just don't get the 
benefits of your business that you would have if you had good numbers. 

Robert Kiyosaki: And another thing too, as I said, lesson number one of Rich Dad Poor Dad 
is the rich don't work for money. Like I said, most people are proletariat, 
working class versus aristocrats. Now if you're a proletariat, you're going 
to do it on your own. You're going to do your own taxes. You're going to 
do your bookkeeping, but, Tom, doesn't the government allow you to 
deduct your fees and your bookkeeper's expenses? 

Tom Wheelwright: If you're a business. If you're an employee, you don't get to deduct them 
anymore. So this is another reason that since 2017, it's so important that 
people consider opening their own business, and that business could be 
owning investment real estate. It doesn't have to be... It certainly doesn't 
have to be sticks and bricks. It doesn't have to be even... But it could be 
an online business. It could be real estate. I mean, it could be pretty 
much anything. 

Robert Kiyosaki: Okay. That works for the company. 

Tom Wheelwright: Conveniently marketing, which I love. It's a great training ground for 
businesses. 

Robert Kiyosaki: And you get to write off all your expenses or you can get a job and go to 
school, go to school, get a job and pay taxes, which is the worst tax 
advice possible. Any other questions there, Alexa? 

Alexa Brennan: Yeah, absolutely. We'll ask a few more. So Jeff M. from Spokane, 
Washington says, "Real estate has finally started to come alive in our 
little city. So we're selling two of your our long term rentals. Can you 
explain the math of capital gains taxes for us? Is the depreciation added 
back in raising the taxable amount? Thanks so much for this valuable 
service." 

Robert Kiyosaki: So the question is what are you going to do with the money after you get 
it. That's the biggest question of all. Why would you see? 

Tom Wheelwright: Biggest question is are you paying tax at all? Why are you paying tax at 
all? 
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Tom Wheelwright: Right. Why are you selling it? If you don't want it anymore, why are you 
paying taxes when you sell it? We have 1031 exchanges, like-kind 
exchange in this country. You don't have to pay tax. Let's say you just 
want to take the money out like Robert was guessing. Why don't you 
borrow it out? I just think there's no reason to be paying capital gains tax. 
Let's say that you sell it and you don't want to put all that money in your 
real estate, but you do want to sell it. We have opportunity zones since 
2017. Opportunity zones, all you have to rollover is the actual gains. So if 
you have $100,000 in gains, lets say you sold something for $1 million but 
only $100,000 of gain. You don't have to rollover $1 million like you do in 
a like-kind exchange, a 1031 exchange. You only have to rollover 
$100,000, and so why people are paying capital gains tax right now just 
doesn't make any sense to me. 

Robert Kiyosaki: And that's where our tax advisor who's fees are tax deductible would be 
a wisest investment you make because you're looking for information 
and experience, not trying to save a few bucks on taxes. Next question, 
Alexa. 

Alexa Brennan: So Nick from Pennsylvania asks, "Are foreign rental properties interest 
and expenses deductible on U.S. federal taxes, and can the property be 
depreciated on U.S. federal taxes?" 

Robert Kiyosaki: That's why you buy it. Right, Tom? 

Tom Wheelwright: Well, see, the U.S. is one of the few countries that taxes you on your 
worldwide income. Because they tax you on your worldwide income, you 
also get deductions on your worldwide income. So the simple answer is 
yeah, you do. Now there are very specific detailed rules when it comes to 
investing internationally. One of my favorite comments you made on this 
trip, Robert... We're going through Romania, and the guys talking about 
the opportunities here in Romania and what I heard you say, Robert, is, 
"Boy, if you can't make money in America, you can't make money 
anywhere. So why go outside in the first place?" The rules are just more 
complex outside. It doesn't mean you can't use the rules and doesn't 
mean you don't get the deductions. You absolutely have to get really, 
really top notch tax advice if you're going to invest outside the U.S. 

Alexa Brennan: Okay. Well, this is another question sort of related to that. This is from 
A.J. from Michigan. "If we retire overseas because of lower cost of living 
and better quality of life, what tax issues could we run into? I'm 
especially concerned with double taxation of social security and IRA 
redemption's. Thanks for asking for questions." 
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Robert Kiyosaki: I would say you got out on both sides, right, Tom? 

Tom Wheelwright: Yeah. That's exactly right. Thanks for saying that, Robert. That's what you 
need. You actually are going to need... You double your professionals, 
your team when you move overseas. So when you consider... I hear this a 
lot. "I'm going to move overseas because it's less expense. I'm going to 
move to Portugal. I'm going to move to Central America. It's less 
expensive." Make sure it really is. Because you do have to increase costs 
by moving out of the country that you may not have considered. You're 
still going to be taxed in the U.S. so it's a fair question. Am I going to be 
double taxed, and the answer is you could be. Now if you have good tax 
advice, you should never be double taxed. There are credit mechanisms 
between countries. Depending on where you move, you're moving to. 
But credit mechanisms can make sure to help ensure you don't pay 
double tax. But you are going to pay double professional advice. And 
don't ignore that because if you do, then you're going to end up in a 
horrible nightmare. You could actually end up paying more than 100%. 
You can pay more in tax than your income technically. You could 
technically pay more tax than your entire income, and so you're actually 
losing money by making money. 

Tom Wheelwright: Well, that's a horrible result. It's not intended. But without good tax 
advice, it's possible. That's what he's talking about with a double 
taxation. You want to make sure that you got... And here's another thing 
that Robert... that you and I talk about all the time, and that is that your 
tax advisor in Europe or wherever you're going and your tax advisor in 
the U.S. need to talk to each other. They need to communicate. Your 
team members have to work together. They can't be working by 
themselves. They'll mess it up. 

Robert Kiyosaki: Very good advice on that one. 

Alexa Brennan: Yeah. 

Robert Kiyosaki: The other thing is country risk. So many countries today are so unstable. I 
was just in South Africa, and this woman raised her hand. She was from 
Zimbabwe. I was talking about what Jim Rickards and his book Road to 
Ruins talks about, an ice-nine where the government comes and seizes 
the banks. And several people in the room says, "Oh, that'll never 
happen." And this woman from Zimbabwe sit up. She said, "Last week, 
Zimbabwe government seized my bank account, seized the stock market, 
and seized our farm." This was 2019. And they were all excited because 
this guy Mugabe who did the first seizure back in 1990 was gone. Nothing 
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has changed. Many of these smaller countries, especially taking out debt 
in U.S. dollars are very unstable right now. So it may look cheap today, 
but it maybe expensive for the future if the governments are shaky. So be 
very careful. 

Alexa Brennan: Yeah. It's important. All right. I think this is the best question to wrap up 
on because it might tie into everything that we've been talking about 
today. We have Claire from Chicago asks, "What is the number one thing 
to look for in a tax advisor? I'm looking to change up the service that I 
have, and I just don't know what should be the main criteria I'm looking 
for." 

Robert Kiyosaki: Tom, you take that one. 

Tom Wheelwright: I'll tell you from my perspective, I'd like to hear it from yours too, Robert. 
I think the most important thing is that they are very much focused on 
your situation and how to help you understand how you can reduce your 
taxes. So it's not focused on who they are. In fact, right before we put this 
together today, I was on a call with a tax advisor. And all they did was talk 
about themselves. I'm just going, "I'm not interested in you. I'm 
interested in what can you do." Because it was a specialty area. "I'm 
interested in what you can do for my clients, and I'd like to hear that as 
opposed to how great you are." So I think that's the most important 
thing. I would, like Robert, like you suggested, I would take Tax Free 
Wealth, give it to them, have them read it. If they say, "Oh, I already 
know all this," that's a good time to leave and say, "I'll go to the next 
person. That's fine." Because if they're not willing to learn... 

Tom Wheelwright: What I love about the tax law is the more I know, the more I realize I 
don't know. And so I'm always learning something new. I'm always 
researching new things. I'm always looking for new opportunities, and 
that's why I was on the phone this morning earlier with another tax 
advisor with something that I didn't understand. I want to understand 
what can I do, and if there's another tax advisor that can help, I'm going 
to be all over that, and say, "Okay. How can we incorporate what you do 
into the client's situation," because it's all about the client. It's not about 
the tax advisor. 

Alexa Brennan: Yeah. That's huge. 

Robert Kiyosaki: So I would say this, the best investment you can buy is buy Tom's book 
and read it yourself. Then you can interview tax guys. Because without 
Tom, I mean... Tom, I won't mention their names. But he says they used 
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to be Big Eight, now they're down to Big Four, and soon they may be 
down to Big Three because some of them are so corrupt today. I mean, 
the whole thing is nuts. But just because- 

Tom Wheelwright: Well, here's- 

Robert Kiyosaki: What's that? 

Tom Wheelwright: Sorry. Go ahead. 

Robert Kiyosaki: I forgot the name of the... But in South Africa, there's one large 
accounting firm, one of the biggest in the world in serious trouble 
because like Arthur Anderson, they manipulated the numbers. So you've 
got to be smarter too. And Tom's book is a small book. You can read it, 
and it'll ask better questions so you can better informed. I have a benefit 
of having Tom as... Tom is always with me on my discussions and my 
questions. But if you don't, just get Tom's book. $20 or something. That 
would be the smartest long term investment you could make because the 
worst investment you can make is go to school, get a job, work hard, save 
money, get out of debt, and invest in a long term in the stock market. 
That's horrible tax advice. 

Tom Wheelwright: I would add one more thing. Don't think that because they think they're 
good. To Robert's point, one of the Big Four is in trouble. My experience 
is that big accounting firms are very much like big restaurant chains. They 
got a big menu with blah mediocre food on it. Robert, I always loved your 
book Why A Students Work For C Students. What I truly believe though is 
that what you want on your team when it comes to tax relation, you 
want the A students working for you. And the challenge with a lot of 
these big accounting firms is that you got the B students working for you. 
If you think about where you want to eat dinner tonight and you think 
about what restaurant you're going to go to and you're thinking about 
your favorite restaurant, it's probably not a chain. It's probably a small 
local restaurant that has really, really good food, great chef, and great 
service. And so I would just add don't think that just because they're big, 
they're good. 

Alexa Brennan: Yeah. That's a key point. All right. Do you guys have any final points that 
you'd like to make before we finish up? 

Robert Kiyosaki: No. I thank Agora for allowing us, Tom, Garrett and Kenny to discuss 
these subjects in depth because they're not just simply buy real estate or 
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buy stocks or pay taxes. So I thank you guys for allowing our subscribers 
to have in depth interviews so they can become better investors. 

Alexa Brennan: Of course, yeah. That's what we're all here for, right? 

Robert Kiyosaki: Yup. Thank you. 

Tom Wheelwright: I totally agree. Thanks for allowing the space for discussion about taxes. 
Taxes are a scary subject to most people. One that nobody really... They 
would rather not deal with, and yet they're a part of your lives on a daily 
basis. So thank you for doing this. Thanks, Robert. It's always... I love 
having these conversations. We have a lot... I'm just very grateful that we 
do have a lot because I'm always learning something new. Just the 
recognition that taxes are... The tax laws are a series of incentives. If you 
can remember that and remember that you do not have to cheat and, in 
fact, you can pay a lot less tax if you don't cheat. And then you can sleep 
at night at the same time. That's what I would end with. 

Alexa Brennan: All right. Thank you both. 

Robert Kiyosaki: Thank you. Thank you guys. 

Tom Wheelwright: Thank you. 

Alexa Brennan: Bye bye. 

Tom Wheelwright: Bye. 

Robert Kiyosaki: Bye. 
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